
 

 

MY LIFE AS A GROUNDHOG

When I grow up,  

I will be between

45 and 65 cm tall

When I grow up, I will measure between 45 and 65 cm and 
weigh between 4 and 6 kg. My maximum weight will be 
reached just before hibernation because I will have accumu-
lated a lot of fat to survive the long winter months. My bushy 
tail is generally darker than the rest of my body. It will measure 
15 cm at the adult age. I will have a jaw composed of 18 molars 
and two pairs of large incisors allowing me to feed on bark or 
young sprouts of larch trees.

My feet have sturdy claws and my legs are thick and strong for 
ploughing through soil. With my rounded body and short ears, 
I am perfectly adapted to life underground.

The colour of my coat does not indicate whether I am a male 
or a female. It varies with age as it becomes lighter, each 
marmot in the colony has its own colour and coat thickness. 
We generally live between 13 and 15 years old. With any luck, 
we can even reach the age of 20 years old.

Next post : the awakening



THE AWAKENING

At the end of March, when the earth warms up and my fat re-
serves run out, I wake up gently. If the weather is too bad, I go 
back to take a nap but I fall asleep less deeply. This transition 
period usually lasts three weeks.
Then I start to feed and regain my strength again. The period 
from April to September is very intense because I contribute 
with my parents to the development and improvement of the 
underground gallery system. We must 
also remember to replenish our fat reserves in preparation for 
the coming winter.
My parents also have a lot to do. They only have 6 months to 
give me brothers and sisters and raise them!

 Next post : nutrition

At the end of March

I wake up slowly 



I feed mainly 

NUTRITION

I spend  most of my time eating to accumulate enough fat to sur-
vive the coming winter. During the months of July and August, I 
only eat twice a day (morning and evening) because I have a lot of 
work. I don't go to school but I help my parents to arrange the 
burrows.

As I am mainly a herbivore, I feed mainly on bud and root plants. 
My favourite foods are crocuses, clovers, dandelions and grasses. 
My mother encourages me to eat a balanced diet and prepares 
snails or beetle larvae to cover my protein needs.

My parents eat an average of 400 grams of food per day, which is 
equivalent to 70 kilos of food ingested during the 6 months of 
summer activity.

Next post : the burrows

on plants, 

buds and roots.



THE BURROWS

During the summer months, the entire colony is involved in the 
construction and maintenance of burrows, which are on average 3 
metres underground. This is a lot of work and is not always easy 
because sometimes up to three different types of burrows are 
built.

The winter terrier is carefully prepared three weeks before hiber-
nation. It is designed to accommodate about fifteen marmots. The 
corridor to reach the burrow is about 10 metres long and 15 centi-
metres in diameter. It's just adapted to our small size.

The summer terrier is mainly used as a refuge and pantry. It has 
many ways to escape the intrusions of our enemies.

The breeding terrier is used by my mother who carries my brothers 
and sisters. She raised them there for the first 40 days of their 
lives.

Next post : the reproduction
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3 meters 
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LE SENTIER DES MARMOTTES – AROLLA

mothers can
have up

to 6 children 

at the same

time.

THE REPRODUCTION

I'll now tell you how my parents met!

Like all marmot love stories, it all began at the end of the hi-
bernation period. My parents were 2 years old when they first 
met. It was during the great spring games. These are the kinds 
of fights that determine who will be the pair of super-breeding 
parents of the year (one pair per colony).

They went then on a honeymoon during which they conceived 
my mumbling brothers and myself. We were born after 33 days 
of gestation at the end of May.
 
Mothers can have up to 6 children at the same time.

Next post : the photo spot



we communicate 

by shouting 

and moving 

our tails

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

I live in a family of about 10 marmots, which can also be 
called a "colony".

we are moving to open areas, where the vegetation is not 
too crowded. This allows us to track the approach of preda-
tors. We take turns feeding and priority is given to the do-
minant members so that they can stand guard when the 
other members of the colony are eating.

In general, we stay two summers in the colony in which we 
are born. If the conditions are propitious and there is 
enough food, we may stay longer.

We communicate by shouting and moving our tails. Our 
screams sound like little whistles. When there is a danger, 
they are very strident to indicate that we must go into 
hiding. It's not always easy to whistle well. But I can trust 
my mother's teachings.

We like to fight with our family or friends. It passes the 
time and we have fun.

Next post : the senses



THE SENSES

I don't have an excellent view but I have the advantage of seeing 
at 300 degrees. It is therefore difficult to use the surprise effect 
to approach or catch me.

when you walk on the walking trails, I feel the vibrations of the 
ground perfectly well. If you want to see me, don't make any 
sudden moves. Also try to stay together. This way I can locate 
you quickly and feel less stressed.

My sense of smell is very developed. He helps me to watch for 
danger and recognize the members of my colony. It is also very 
useful to help me select the herbs! (the serpolet for its antiseptic 
properties).

I don't have very good hearing, but I can hear the cries of alert 
from my congeners.

Taste is very important to me because I am very greedy.
I have a very developed sense of touch. My very sensitive hairs 
are used to guide me inside the burrows.

Next post : the predators
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THE PREDATORS

The golden eagle 

is my main enemy. 

The fox and 

the dog too.

The golden eagle is my main enemy. It has a good view 
that allows it to find me easily, even several hundred 
meters above the ground. It has long, wide wings, well 
adapted to gliding. To capture its prey, it flies close to the 
ground. I represent half of his diet.

The fox and the dog also represent a significant danger 
given their speed, which can reach 50 kilometres per hour.

I must also beware of the sparrowhawk, raven, lynx, wolf, 
weasel and humans.

Next post : the hibernation



 

A long time ago our ancestors had difficulties surviving the 
winter. They could not find enough food and starved. So they 
developed a strategy: hibernation. This period usually lasts 6 
months (from the end of September to the end of March).
 
During hibernation my body works in slow motion. Its tempe-
rature ranges from 39° to 5° and my heart rate drops from 10 
to 10-12 beats per minute. I only breathe once or twice a 
minute. When the outside temperature drops to -10°, I fall 
asleep.

Hibernation

 

During hibernation 
my body works 
in slow motion.

Next post : arrival


